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Jobs are the primary policy concern of policymakers in many countries. The 2007–2008 global financial crisis, rising demographic pressures, high unemployment rates, and concerns over automation all make it seem imperative that policymakers employ increasingly more active labor market policies. This paper critically examines recent evaluations of labor market policies that have provided vocational training, wage subsidies, job search assistance, and assistance moving to argue that many active labor market policies are much less effective than policymakers typically assume. Many of these evaluations find no significant impacts on either employment or earnings. One reason is that urban labor markets appear to work reasonably well in many cases, with fewer market failures than is often thought. As a result, there is less of a role for many traditional active labor market policies than is common practice. The review discusses examples of job-creation policies that do seem to offer promise, and concludes with lessons for impact evaluation and policy in this area. JEL codes: J08, J68, O15

In a well-functioning labor market, firms that want workers and workers who want jobs are able to find one another reasonably easily, and the only unemployment is low, frictional, and temporary. In such a world, the main area for government policy is passive policy, in which the government undertakes investments in infrastructure and provides the regulatory framework needed for the economy as a whole to grow and raise incomes, but does not intervene directly to help particular workers find jobs, or particular firms to find workers.

However, in practice, governments have long engaged in a variety of active labor market policies (ALMPs) that directly intervene in the labor market with the
aim of generating more and better employment opportunities for workers. Examples of such policies include training programs that aim to increase the skills of the labor supply, wage subsidies that aim to increase firms’ demand for labor, and job search and matching assistance that aims to better enable firms and workers to find and contract with one another.

Four recent global shocks and trends have increased the importance of jobs as a policy concern, and renewed interested in the effectiveness of ALMPs. First was the global financial crisis of 2007–2008, which increased unemployment in many countries worldwide. Second, rising demographic pressures in some parts of the developing world have led to headlines of a “jobs time bomb” with claims including that India needs to create 12 million new jobs annually (Kumar and Busvine 2014), 10 to 12 million young people are entering the job market annually in Africa (Mohammed 2015), and the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region needs to create 100 million new jobs by 2020 (World Bank 2004). Third, high rates of youth unemployment, particularly in the MENA region, have raised fears of social unrest and large emigration flows (Kelly 2016). Finally, enormous progress in automation may mean that manufacturing jobs, which were vital to the growth of East Asian countries, may no longer be available for poorer countries as they develop. This has led to headlines like “Robots could eat all of Ethiopia’s jobs; South Africa, Nigeria and Angola not safe either” (Mwiti 2016).

While policymakers have long employed ALMPs and interest in their effectiveness has increased, until recently most of the evidence regarding their effectiveness came from developed and transition countries, and very little from experimental evidence. For example, Dar and Tzannatos (1999) cover 72 evaluations but only find Hungary and Poland among non-developed countries, and have evaluations for their programs based on matching participants with non-participants. The heavily cited update of this work by Betcherman, Olivas, and Dar (2004) added 39 additional evaluations from developing and transition countries, of which only four drew on randomized experiments, and of which only one (Galasso, Ravallion, and Salvia 2004) was published in an academic journal. The typical evaluation during this period used propensity-score matching to compare participants in an ALMP to non-participants using a relatively small number of cross-sectional observed characteristics to compare the two groups. There is continued debate about the extent to which matching can provide reliable estimates of program impacts, but estimates are likely to be more reliable when the selection process into programs is known and multiple periods of pre-program data are available for both treatment and control (Smith and Todd 2005), conditions that few of these non-experimental evaluations satisfy.

The last decade has seen growth in the number of experimental evaluations of ALMPs in developing countries. These new studies provide more rigorous evidence for the impacts of these programs, but still suffer from some of the same problems
faced by many non-experimental studies such as survey attrition, the difficulty of accounting for general equilibrium effects, and concerns with the right timing over which to measure impacts. I critically survey this recent literature and draw out lessons for the effectiveness of ALMPs.\footnote{McKenzie} The general message is that traditional ALMPs that focus on skill training, wage subsidies, and job search assistance have at best modest impacts in most circumstances. I compare this to expectations of program impacts from participants and policymakers, and show that both groups tend to have over-optimistic expectations of how beneficial these programs can be. However, revealed preference also shows that many of the formal sector manufacturing jobs that these programs are intended to foster are not that highly valued by workers. I then turn to emerging evidence on the effectiveness of less traditional active labor market policy actions. I note the promise of policies that attempt to deal with sectoral and spatial mismatches in which workers are stuck in occupations or locations that differ from where demand is. Finally, I attempt to draw out lessons for new impact evaluations in this area, as well as some concluding lessons for policymakers.

The Rationale and Evidence for Traditional ALMPs as a Response

Traditional ALMPs are divided into three main categories. The first set of programs operate on the labor supply side, and aim to increase the employability of workers through vocational training (see McKenzie and Woodruff (2014) for a separate review of programs that foster self-employment through business training). A second set of programs aims to increase the demand for labor, through subsidizing the cost of labor to firms with employment subsidies.\footnote{McKenzie} Finally, search and matching assistance programs aim to lower frictions that prevent demand from meeting supply in the labor market. I discuss the key economic rationale for each type of program, and the recent empirical evidence for each.

This recent evidence largely comes from randomized experiments that randomly assign a group of job-seekers or firms to a treatment group, who get offered the intervention, and a control group of similar individuals who do not. This approach has advantages to older, non-experimental evaluation methods like propensity-score matching that compared those who took up a program to those who did not, since we might worry that program participants may differ in a host of unobservable ways such as desire for work and search effort, alternative employment options, and talent, from those who do not take part.

Comparing employment outcomes for the treatment and control groups in a randomized experiment then gives an unbiased estimate of the impact of being offered the program under the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA),
which requires that the outcomes for one individual are not affected by another
individual’s treatment assignment. This is problematic if the treatment and control
group both consist of job-seekers competing for the same set of jobs, in which case
the ability of individuals in the control group to find jobs might be affected by the
training or other support given to the treatment group. Most of the studies covered
here deal with this issue by working with samples that are small relative to the
overall labor market, so that direct job competition between the treatment and
control groups may be negligible. Then the randomized experiment will yield an
unbiased estimate of the private returns to individuals of participating in such pro-
grams. However, any gains to the treatment group may still have come from dis-
placing other job-seekers (not in the study), so that the public returns to such an
intervention may be lower. This issue of general equilibrium effects needs to be
considered when thinking of scaling up these programs, and I discuss this further
when drawing policy conclusions from these studies. However, as a starting point,
if programs do not pass a cost-benefit test based on private returns, then they are
unlikely to be candidates for scale-up.3

**Vocational Training**

Vocational training programs were the most common ALMP used by governments
following the global financial crisis of 2007-08 (McKenzie and Robalino 2010). Blattman and Ralston (2015) note that the World Bank and its client governments
invested nearly U.S. $1 billion per year between 2002 and 2012 on skills training
programs. The premise of such programs is that a lack of certain technical skills is
the reason that particular individuals are unemployed, and that these skills can be
taught and learned in a relatively short period of time.

In practice, these programs are typically used with two target groups of benefici-
ciaries. The first offers the program to the general population of unemployed work-
ners. Although this is a common policy option, the only evaluation of such a
program in a developing country setting is Hirshleifer et al. (2016), who conduct a
randomized experiment to evaluate Turkey’s program for the unemployed. Typical
programs here last a duration of three months, and cover a wide range of
occupations.

The second approach is to more narrowly focus on low-income, or “at-risk”
youth, where “youth” can include those aged 15 to 24, or even to 29, depending
on the country. Programs focusing on youth have been particularly common in
Latin America, and act as a substitute to the formal schooling system for youth
who have dropped out. The standard model in the entra21, Jovenes, and Juventud y
Empleo programs in Latin America has been to combine three months of classroom
training with 2–3 months of on-the-job training in the form of an internship. Some programs additionally provide life skills training.

There has been rapid growth in the number of randomized experiments evaluating these programs. I focus on evaluations of traditional vocational training programs, but there have also been several recent evaluations of bundled packages for adolescent girls that incorporate vocational training with other services such as business skills training, empowerment activities, and support in setting up businesses or finding jobs. An example is Adoho et al. (2014), who report early findings from Liberia. These authors find positive impacts of that program on employment, but estimate that it would take 12 years for participants to recoup the costs of the job skills training provided in that program.

Table 1 summarizes the results from 12 evaluations from eight countries. The typical evaluation measures impacts 12 to 18 months after the conclusion of the training program by using surveys administered to the treatment and control groups. The use of surveys to measure key employment outcomes raises several concerns. The most major concern is that of attrition, with all but one study having attrition rates of 18 percent or higher, ranging up to 46 percent in Cho et al. (2013). This attrition is a problem because we might expect the employment outcomes of individuals who refuse to be surveyed or who cannot be found to differ from those who are interviewed. A typical approach has been to compare attrition rates in the treatment and control groups, and then do a bounding exercise if the attrition rates vary (often the control group is slightly less likely to respond). But it is easy to think of problems that can arise even when the attrition rates are the same for both groups: for example, the attritors in the treatment group may be people who went through the training and did not find it useful and have still not found jobs, while those in the control group could be those who are too busy to answer surveys because they are employed in good jobs. This type of differential response would bias the estimated treatment effect upwards, overstating the impact of training.

A second issue with the use of survey measures of employment is the possibility that those in the treatment groups over-report their employment outcomes to express their appreciation for being given the program, while those in the control group potentially under-report these outcomes because they maintain some hope of still being given the program. Good survey design and survey framing can mitigate these issues. An alternative approach is then to use administrative data on employment from national social security or labor databases. These databases capture formally-registered employment and enable the trajectory of formal employment outcomes to be measured over longer time windows—including up to ten years after treatment in the case of Attanasio, Medina, and Meghir (2017). These databases are not subject to attrition, but because they only capture formal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Hirshleifer et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>5,902</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>US$11.5, US$1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2.5 years</td>
<td>n.r</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>n.r</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-US$3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Alzia et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>US$83, US$1722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-income Youth</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33 months</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>US$45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Attanasio et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>4,350</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>14 months</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>US$12.8, US$750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[1.0, 8.0]</td>
<td>[3.2, 9.6]</td>
<td>[4.5, 18.7]</td>
<td>[12.8, 41.3]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>Card et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>1,556</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>US$10, US$330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[4.6, 6.0]</td>
<td>[23.6, 25.7]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ibarrarán et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>18 to 24 months</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>US$8.5, US$700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[4.8, 2.2]</td>
<td>[0.3, 3.9]</td>
<td>[4.8, 17.9]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ibarrarán et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>-US$2.3, US$700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[4.4, 1.6]</td>
<td>[0.5, 5.5]</td>
<td>[10.0, 6.3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acevedo et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>2,779</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>n.r. (a)</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[4.0, 5.3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Maitra and Mani (2017)</td>
<td>Low income</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>US$7.2, US$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[2.2, 14.0]</td>
<td>[5.6, 186.0]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Horomiti (2015)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>14 months</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>US$47.5, US$1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.9, 10.3]</td>
<td>[2.9, 62.3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
### Table 1: Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>Cho et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>−19.6</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>−US$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Diaz and Rosas (2016)</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
<td>4,509</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>36 months</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7,151</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>36 months</td>
<td>n.r</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>n.r</td>
<td>n.r</td>
<td>n.r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- Timeframe refers to time since the end of the intervention before measuring follow-up outcomes.
- n.r. denotes not recorded. Estimates are the Intention-to-Treat estimates reported in different studies.
- 95 percent confidence intervals shown in parentheses.
- (a) no impact on unconditional earnings reported. A negative and statistically significant impact on earnings conditional on working is reported.
- Impacts on employment are in terms of percentage points, impacts on earnings in terms of percentage growth relative to control mean.
- When study reports results for subgroups only, a weighted average is used to present the overall effect.
- Source: Author’s calculations based on studies cited in table.

employment, they may overestimate the employment impacts of the program if individuals simply shift from informal to formal employment.

With these caveats in mind, table 1 then provides an overview of the evidence from these recent studies. I consider two key outcomes: paid employment and earnings. I report here the intention-to-treat (ITT) effects estimated in the different studies. These effects show the impact of offering vocational training to target participants. Even though most programs require individuals to express interest and sign up for the training, not all of those selected for training complete it. In most of the programs here, between 70–85 percent of those selected for training complete it. The local-average-treatment effect, which is the effect of taking up training when it is offered, can then be obtained by multiplying these ITT impacts by between 1.2–1.4 in most cases.

We see that only three out of nine studies find a significant impact on employment. The simple unweighted average across the studies is a 2.3 percentage point increase in employment. That is, for every 100 people offered vocational training, fewer than three will find a job they would not have otherwise found. The last column of table 1 shows that the cost of these programs typically ranges from $500–to $1,700 per person trained (the exception being the tailoring and stitching training in India studied by Maitra and Mani (2017), which costs a remarkably low $39 per person trained). The result is an approximately $17,000–$60,000 cost per additional person employed.

A number of the studies have also considered formal employment as an outcome. This is of interest in its own right because of a belief that formal employment may offer additional benefits and stability to workers, as well as being a measure that can be obtained from administrative data. Studies that have measured both employment and formal employment have tended to find slightly larger impacts on formal employment, indicating that training helps shift workers towards more formal jobs. The average impact across the studies is 3.6 percentage points.

I consider the impact on earnings in terms of two measures. The first is the percentage increase in earnings relative to the earnings levels of the control group. The second is the absolute level increase in earnings relative to the control group in terms of U.S. dollars. Note that these comparisons are based on earnings alone, and do not include the value of benefits such as paid sick leave or pensions that may come from formal work, nor typically the costs of contributions to those programs. Only two out of nine studies find a statistically significant impact on earnings. However, all but two show positive point estimates, with a mean of a 17 percent increase and a median of 11 percent. The absolute change in monthly income ranges from -$5 to $83 per month, with a mean of $19.

Taken together, these studies show the potential of vocational training to have some impact on employment, but also that these impacts are modest in many cases. In order to get a sense of how to view the size of these effects, I find two
perspectives useful. The first is to consider vocational training as a substitute for schooling in building human capital. Standard estimates of the return to an additional year of schooling around the world show an average return of 10 percent, with returns to tertiary schooling averaging 21 percent in sub-Saharan Africa (Montenegro and Patrinos 2014). From this perspective, we might expect a three-month course to result in 3–7 percent higher earnings, and six months to result in 5–10 percent higher earnings. The earnings impacts in table 1 are largely within this order of magnitude, and are consistent with there being a return to human capital, but that vocational training should not be expected to deliver much different returns from schooling itself. An exception is Maitra and Mani (2017), where the increase in income represents a 95.7 percent increase on the control group’s mean. This reflects a situation where the women in their sample are unlikely to be working and have very low earnings, so this large relative increase is a small absolute increase of only $7.20 per month.

The second, more standard, perspective is that of cost-benefit. Comparing the cost of providing these programs to the monthly income gains shows that the cost of these programs averages 50 times the monthly income gain. Even adjusting for incomplete take-up (which means not having to pay the full costs for people who drop out), it will typically take three or four years at least for participants to recoup the cost of the program in income gains. This calculation also excludes the opportunity cost of income lost by the participants during the period they are trained. The result is that cost-benefit calculations for these programs rely on making assumptions of the trajectories of impact lasting for periods beyond which impacts have typically been measured. Some studies that have measured impacts over multiple time periods beyond a year after training (Alzáía, Cruces, and Lopez 2016; Hirshleifer et al. 2016; Acevedo et al. 2017) have tended to find impacts fall over time, making the assumption that short-term gains will necessarily persist, although others have found sustained impacts on formal employment for certain subgroups (Ibarrarán et al. 2015; Attanasio, Medina, and Meghir 2017). Further adding the need to discount the future at some rate, it is easy to arrive at the conclusion of Blattman and Ralston (2015), who state that “it is hard to find a skills training program that passes a simple cost-benefit test”.

In search of a more positive role for vocational training, researchers have pursued two approaches. The first is to find training programs that can be provided much more cheaply, such as the NGO program of Maitra and Mani (2017). If skills training can be delivered much cheaper, it does not need to deliver as large an income gain to be cost effective.

The second approach has been to investigate whether the returns to training might be different for some subgroups of the population or training types, to argue that targeted training might work. Foremost among this has been a focus on gender, and there appears to be a stylized fact in the literature that vocational training
has higher returns for women (e.g., Blattman and Ralston 2015). This appears to stem largely from the work in Colombia by Attanasio, Kugler, and Meghir (2011) and Attanasio, Medina, and Meghir (2017), who find significant impacts on employment for women but not for men. However, these authors never formally test for a difference in impact by gender, and indeed in their long-term follow-up, note that the magnitudes are similar for both men and women, but only statistically significant for women. Moreover, as Table 2 shows, all of the studies that have formally tested for equality by gender can either not reject that impacts have been similar for men and women, or have found significantly higher impacts for men. Therefore, it should not be assumed that training is generally more effective for women.

Hirshleifer et al. (2016) investigate treatment heterogeneity by key characteristics of the type of training provided. These authors find some evidence that training is more effective when given by private providers rather than government training institutes. This is consistent with an increasing emphasis in policy towards better aligning training programs with private sector demand. However, these authors still find that even the impacts of privately-provided training are modest and fall off over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Hirshleifer et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Cannot reject equality of impacts by gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Impacts only significant for males aged 25 and older</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Alzúa et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Impacts for men statistically different from women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Impacts are only significant for men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Attanasio et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Does not test for equality by gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attanasio et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Impacts only significant for women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Does not test for equality by gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Impacts more significant for women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>Card et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Cannot reject equality of impacts by gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic</td>
<td>Ibarrarín et al. (2014, 2015)</td>
<td>No significant impact for either gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acevedo et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Does not test for equality by gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significant impact on formal employment for men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Does not test for equality by gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No significant long-run impact for either gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Finds significant impacts for both men and women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>Cho et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Cannot reject equality of impacts by gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No significant impact for either gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Diaz and Rosas (2016)</td>
<td>Does not test for equality by gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Some significant impacts on formal employment for both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, an important point to note with all of these evaluations is that they measure the private returns to vocational training, assuming that the treatment group and control group are not competing for the same jobs. Even if this is the case, and the estimates remain internally valid, the public policy question of whether to support such programs also depends on whether trained individuals get new jobs, or crowd out non-program participants who would have otherwise taken them. None of the studies were designed to look at this question, although Hirshleifer et al. (2016) and Attanasio et al. (2017) discuss it; both sets of authors examine whether impacts differ by the tightness of the labor market, but find no significant differences. This offers some comfort against the displacement concern, but it still seems likely that at least some of the modest gains shown by vocational training programs come from changing who gets particular jobs, rather than from generating new employment in the economy as a whole.

**Wage Subsidies**

In a simple model of the labor market, workers are paid their marginal product, and so if young workers are not very productive to begin with, they would simply be paid low wages. Indeed, in some African contexts under the apprenticeship system, workers actually receive negative wages, paying firms for the privilege of learning on the job. However, in many labor markets, minimum wages and subsistence constraints set a lower bar on the amount that firms can pay for labor, and additionally the presence of hiring and firing frictions means that if there is uncertainty about the productivity of a worker, firms may prefer not to hire them. The result is that individuals who are willing to work may be unemployed, particularly youth who are inexperienced and untested, and less able to signal productivity.

Wage subsidies are intended to help overcome these causes of unemployment. A temporary wage subsidy given to a worker lowers the cost to a firm of hiring that worker (although as Levinsohn and Pugatch (2014) show, workers may increase their reservation wages in response so the cost of labor need not fall by the full amount of the subsidy). This should then lead to an increase in employment for the period the subsidy is in effect. Moreover, there are several possible ways for this short-term subsidy to have a lasting impact on employment: the experience gained may act as a stepping stone to longer-term employment, workers may learn on the job and increase productivity to a level above minimum wages, and firms may learn about the quality of workers and be able to keep individuals who are good matches. Note that to the extent that these subsidies enable firms to form better matches and overcome training cost frictions, overall hiring may increase rather than merely having subsidized job-seekers completely displace unsubsidized ones.
Three studies have evaluated the impact of wage subsidies given to workers using randomized experiments in Argentina (table 3). The earliest was Galasso et al. (2004), who offered welfare recipients a wage subsidy voucher that was valid for up to 18 months, paying the firm up to $150 per month. However, employers had to formally register any workers hired with this subsidy, and would face severance charges if they fired the worker after the program, so only three workers in the treatment group were hired using the voucher. A similar situation arose in Levinsohn et al. (2014) in South Africa, in which youth were given vouchers that would pay the firm a monthly subsidy for up to six months if the firm formally registered the worker. Only 22 firms used the voucher, hiring only 30 workers out of 1,500 given the voucher. Both studies show the reluctance of firms to face the labor regulations associated with hiring workers.

In contrast, Groh et al. (2016a) did not require firms in Jordan to formally register the worker, following the norms of the labor market in which most employment was informal. These authors’ subsidy was also valid for six months. Half of the individuals given the voucher in their study used it, and there was a 38 percentage point increase in employment during the period the subsidy was in effect. However, as detailed in figure 1, once the subsidy ended this treatment effect disappeared quickly as firms fired workers, other workers quit, and the control group caught up a little. The result was no long-term significant impact on employment. Subsidies did not provide the stepping stone to additional work that theory might suggest.

Despite the lack of use of the vouchers in the Argentina and South Africa experiments, both studies do report significant impacts on wage employment (although no overall impact on employment in the Argentina case). The authors of both studies speculate that having the voucher gave job-seekers the confidence to approach more employers and exert more job search effort, which resulted in more employment, though just of an informal sort. If true, this would make the policy very cost-effective since hardly anyone cashed in the voucher. However, note that the attrition rates are high in both studies (23 percent in Argentina, and 39 percent by the two-year follow-up in South Africa). The South African study has a higher point estimate at two years than one year, but then shows the treatment effect decreasing over time when restricted to the sample present in both follow-up years. It seems highly likely that the employment outcomes of the attritors are different from those who responded to the survey, so extreme caution should be used in interpreting these treatment effects.

Moreover, as with vocational training, a key concern is that any gains to those receiving the vouchers come at the expense of others in the economy who would have otherwise been hired. Groh et al. (2016a) find suggestive evidence of this in Jordan. When they examine impacts by region and look at longer-term time trends, these authors find a lasting impact of the subsidy on employment in the
### Table 3. Summary of Wage Subsidy Impacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Attrition</th>
<th>Time Frame</th>
<th>In Effect</th>
<th>Subsidy Proportion</th>
<th>Employment Impact</th>
<th>Earnings Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Galasso et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Welfare recipients</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Groh et al. (2016a)</td>
<td>Female community college graduates</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>228.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[33.3, 43.5]</td>
<td>[197, 260]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[−3.4, 9.1]</td>
<td>[−14.46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[−3.2, 9.8]</td>
<td>[−17.45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Levinsohn et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>3064</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[2.9, 11.9]</td>
<td>[−9.37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[3.6, 15.4]</td>
<td>[−72.34]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**

- a. Paper did not provide standard errors, but this impact was not statistically significant.
- Time Frame refers to timing since subsidy began. In Effect denotes whether subsidy still being paid at time of survey.
- n.r. denotes not reported
- South African sample started with 4,009, but waited one year and re-interviewed before starting intervention. Estimates here based on 2010 sample.
- Impacts on Employment are in terms of percentage points, on Earnings are Percent increase on Control Mean.
less-populated labor markets outside of Amman. But the control group ends up with a lower employment rate than other cohorts of graduates had received in recent years, and direct survey evidence suggests that they were competing directly with the treatment group for some jobs. The result is that wage subsidies do not seem likely to have increased aggregate employment in this case.

An alternative to providing subsidies to workers has been to give the subsidies to firms, to encourage them to hire more workers. De Mel, Mckenzie, and Woodruff (2016) test the impact of wage subsidies given to microenterprises to encourage them to hire workers. These authors find that 24 percent of firms use the subsidy to hire a worker, resulting in an increase in employment while the subsidy is in effect. But the dynamics then look reasonably similar to those in figure 1, with much of this impact disappearing as soon as the subsidy is removed, and no long-term impact being felt after two years.

A final use of subsidies is to use them to help prevent liquidity-constrained firms from shedding workers during a temporary shock. This type of policy was another common response to the global financial crisis. The idea was that firms suffering a temporary demand shock and/or liquidity shock may fire workers who they would later want to hire back. A subsidy may prevent them from firing these workers in

---

**Figure 1. Trajectory of Impact from a Wage Subsidy Program in Jordan**

![Figure 1: Trajectory of Impact from a Wage Subsidy Program in Jordan](image)

*Source: Groh et al. (2016a).* Figure shows month by month impacts of a wage subsidy on employment, along with 95 percent confidence intervals. The two vertical lines show the start and end of the subsidy period.
the first place and hasten the recovery of these firms if hiring and firing is costly. Bruhn (2016) evaluates a wage subsidy program that Mexico used during the global financial crisis, using difference-in-difference analysis to compare the employment trajectories of durable manufacturers in industries eligible for the program to those in industries ineligible for the program. She finds employment to be 6–13 percent higher in the affected industries during the program, and to grow faster after the crisis, suggesting the program helped firms to recover more quickly from the shock.

This accumulated evidence suggests that wage subsidies are unlikely to be very effective in generating additional employment under standard labor market conditions, and may also even not be very effective in playing a distributional role in determining which individuals get to access jobs. However, it also suggests two potential use cases. The first is during conditions of large, temporary shocks. Even if ALMPs like wage subsidies have no lasting impacts, from a social protection viewpoint if they help households smooth temporary shocks then this might be justification enough for their use. The difficulty here, of course, is in knowing whether or not the shocks are temporary or structural in nature, since there is a danger of trying to maintain employment in industries that economic shocks make permanently less competitive. Secondly, the evidence suggests that wage subsidies may be useful for temporary employment creation. This might be important particularly in fragile economies where large youth unemployment raises other concerns. In this vein, short-term evidence from Yemen (McKenzie, Assaf, and Cusolito 2016) showed positive impacts of a youth internship program that subsidized firms to take on interns, although the outbreak of war prevented analysis of any lasting impacts.

Search and Matching Assistance

Many governments provide employment services in the form of helping job-seekers with preparing resumes, hosting labor exchanges, and helping to match firms with workers seeking employment. The review of Betcherman, Olivas and Dar (2004) was relatively favorable of these types of programs, and noted that since the costs are often low for providing such services, the cost-benefit ratios can be favorable. However, this recommendation was largely based on developing country evidence, and the review also noted, based on non-experimental evaluations from Brazil and Uruguay, that such programs may be less effective in countries with large informal sectors if workers typically use other channels to find jobs, and if they work at all, might work best for more educated job-seekers.

A competing view to this concern is that search and matching frictions may be greater in developing countries, leaving more scope for improvements.
The educational systems in many countries may not be very good at signaling quality, and may teach content that is very different from the skills that employers are looking for. Information about vacancies may be more difficult to come by if workers and firms are not all online, and match quality may be worse if informal networks are relied upon to fill vacancies. Improving this process could then reduce unemployment directly (by filling existing vacancies), as well as indirectly (by lowering hiring costs so firms create more vacancies).

Table 4 summarizes the results of nine recent randomized experiments that have tested various interventions designed to reduce information and search frictions, and to better match workers and firms together. These experiments incorporate several types of specific interventions. The work that tests public intermediation services most directly is Dammert, Galdo, and Galdo (2015), who worked with the public service provider in Peru to test whether providing information about job vacancies to registered job seekers improves employment, and additionally whether sending these announcements by text message helps further. Another example of providing information about job opportunities and recruiting services is Jensen (2012), who connected rural villages in India to experienced recruiters at the start of the business process outsourcing boom in India, and provided information about this new sector.

Two studies (Abebe et al. 2016b; Beam 2016) test the impact of job fairs, which bring firms and workers together. The idea here is to give both firms and workers the opportunity to assess a large number of possible matches at the same time, and become better informed about the range of job opportunities and worker types. Two studies (Franklin 2015; Abebe et al. 2016a) test the impact of reducing the monetary costs of search for job seekers by offering transport subsidies to allow them to travel to a different part of town where job opportunities are more commonly displayed.

The final approach used in four studies is to attempt to reduce the information frictions faced by firms by providing more information about job-seekers. Abel, Burger, and Piraino (2016) approach this by developing a standardized reference letter format, and encouraging job-seekers to get this reference from former employers. Groh et al. (2015), Abebe et al. (2016a), and Bassi and Nansamba (2017) instead develop their own tests of a variety of soft and hard skills that might otherwise be difficult for firms to observe, but which firms say they find valuable. Examples include information about math ability, creativity, teamwork, attendance rates, and communication skills.

These types of programs tend to be much cheaper than vocational training and wage subsidies (if taken up) in terms of cost per person invited to participate. The last column shows that all but one of the studies that provide cost information have costs of $25 or lower per person assisted. That is, the costs are one-fiftieth to one-hundredth of the cost of vocational training programs. The exception is Groh
### Table 4. Evidence on Search and Matching Assistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Type of Assistance</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>(%)</th>
<th>Time Frame</th>
<th>Attrition</th>
<th>Impact on</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Abebe et al. (2016a)</td>
<td>Transport subsidy</td>
<td>Young job-seekers</td>
<td>2097</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8 months</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Certifying hard skills + interview assistance</td>
<td>Young job-seekers</td>
<td>1778</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8 months</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Franklin (2015)</td>
<td>Transport subsidy</td>
<td>Unemployed Youth</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10 months</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>$9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Jensen (2012)</td>
<td>Connecting to recruiters</td>
<td>Young women</td>
<td>1534</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>$12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Groh et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Certifying soft and hard Skills &amp; matching</td>
<td>Unemployed tertiary graduates</td>
<td>1354</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5 months</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>n.r. (a)</td>
<td>$203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Dammert et al. (2015)</td>
<td>information about job vacancies</td>
<td>Job-seekers</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>n.r. (a)</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>[0.9, 11.5]</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Beam (2016)</td>
<td>Attending job fair</td>
<td>20-35 year olds</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>10 months</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>$3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Abel et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Encouraged to use reference letter</td>
<td>Unemployed Youth</td>
<td>1267</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
<td>n.r.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Bassi and Nansamba (2017)</td>
<td>Certifying soft skills</td>
<td>Young job-seekers</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>$19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Peru estimates are for pooled treatment effect across three subtreatments which all provided job vacancy information.

a. Study does not report unconditional earnings estimates. No significant impact found on earnings conditional on work.

b. No significant impact on log earnings conditional on work at 4 month follow-up.

ITT estimates reported except for Beam (2016) where several incentives used in encouragement design, and LATE impact of attending job fair after receiving attendance voucher is reported.

Impacts on employment are in terms of percentage points, impacts on earnings in terms of percentage growth relative to control mean.
et al. (2015), who had a cost of $203 per person, since their enrollment and testing procedure was rather expensive.

These lower costs certainly lower the bar in terms of treatment impacts needed in order for these programs to pass cost-benefit tests. However, as seen in table 9, out of the 10 different interventions, only one (Jensen 2012) finds a significant impact on employment, increasing employment by 2.4 percentage points over three years. Dammert et al. (2015) find that their intermediation services tend to speed up the process of finding a job, with a significant employment impact after one month, but by three months the control group has caught up. Many of the other studies have small but positive point estimates, with an average impact across the studies of 2.7 percentage points. However, it is also worth noting that, apart from Jensen (2012), none of the studies measures impacts beyond a year, so they cannot measure whether there is any sustained employment impact.

A number of studies deemphasize employment as an output, claiming that their intervention helps in improving the quality of jobs. These studies examine quality in different ways, sometimes defining quality jobs as “permanent” or “formal”, or simply as “wage employment” rather than self-employment. For example, Beam (2016) finds attending a job fair results in a 10 percentage point increase in formal employment, which is matched by a reduction in self-employment; Franklin (2015) finds more positive impacts on permanent employment and being employed in an office than on total employment; and Abebe et al. (2016a) find their job application workshop, which certified skills and provided interview preparation, led to a 6.9 percentage point increase in permanent employment.

However, there are two problems with justifying these programs on the basis of improved “job quality”. The first is that there is a large body of literature that debates the extent to which informality and self-employment are choices made by individuals, which have benefits associated with them such as flexible labor hours and less taxation, rather than reflecting exclusion from formal wage jobs (e.g., Maloney 2004). Indeed, Abebe et al. (2016a) find no significant change in job satisfaction from their treatment, despite the change to permanent employment. Secondly, as seen in table 9, none of these interventions show a significant impact in labor earnings. While the confidence intervals are wide in many cases, and therefore allow the possibility of these interventions passing cost-benefit tests, the short-time horizons and lack of significant impact on earnings means that there is currently no evidence that they do.

A further point to note is how few direct hires occur through many of these interventions, and how an important share of job offers are turned down by job-seekers. Groh et al. (2015) made more than 1,000 matches between firms and workers. Youths rejected the opportunity of a job interview 28 percent of the time, and when a job offer was received, they rejected the job offer or quit quickly 83 percent of time, resulting in only nine hires that lasted one month. Bassi and
Nansamba (2017) report that only 2–4 percent of their job matches resulted in a worker being hired, and few workers hired were still employed at the firm at their follow-up. Abebe et al. (2017b) invited 1,007 people to their job fairs (606 attended) but only 76 job offers were made and 14 people were hired. Beam (2016) reports only two respondents from her job fair were working for one of the employers that attended the fair at endline. As such, while the cost per person invited to treatment can be low, the cost per individual actually placed in a job can be substantially higher—Groh et al. (2015) estimate a cost of $22,000 in their case.

Several studies note that programs that allow workers to better certify their skill levels may have differential effects for those with low and high skills. Being able to signal your skills can be good if you have high skill levels, but disadvantageous if your skill levels are below those of other job-seekers. The result might be better-quality workers for firms, but simply a reallocation of who gets work from less- to more-skilled workers.

What Do Policymakers Expect of Such Programs and What Does Revealed Preference Show?

The above discussions show that traditional active labor market programs have had at most modest impacts on employment in most cases, with a typical intervention leading to a 2 percentage point increase in employment that is usually not statistically significantly different from zero. Cost-benefit calculations usually rely heavily on extrapolating statistically insignificant total earnings gains over periods well beyond the timeframe of the study.

These impacts are much lower than expected by policymakers and program participants in many cases. Hirshleifer et al. (2016) show this formally in the context of their vocational training experiment in Turkey. There was strong demand for this training from participants, with courses oversubscribed by a factor of two or more. Subjective expectations of the employment impact of the program elicited from participants show that they expected a 32 percentage point increase in the likelihood of employment, while staff in the government employment office expected the training to increase the likelihood of employment by 24 percentage points. These expectations far exceed the actual impact of 2 percentage points seen in table 1. Groh et al. (2016b) likewise show that policymakers in Jordan expected the wage subsidy program to have lasting impacts on youth employment, in contrast to the realized impacts.

Economists are also not immune to this tendency to think active labor market programs will be more effective than they typically are. A first testament to this comes from a number of the studies covered in this review being interventions designed by the researchers themselves, in addition to those evaluating programs
that governments were already going to implement. Secondly, Groh et al. (2016b) carried out an expectations elicitation exercise when presenting the results of their Jordan wage subsidy research. These authors find that development economists on average expected a 10 percentage point increase in employment after the subsidy had ended, compared to the 2.8 percentage point increase seen in table 3.

However, while revealed preference shows that there are participants who think these programs will be effective and therefore choose to participate in them, revealed preference also suggests that the types of formal jobs and manufacturing jobs that many of these programs think of as “successful” outcomes are not that valued by job-seekers. For example, Blattman and Dercon (2016) randomize job-seekers into industrial jobs in large formal firms in Ethiopia, and find that almost one-third of people offered a job quit in the first month, and 77 percent quit within the first year; further, workers experienced health problems from staying in this work. Similarly, Adhvaryu, Kala, and Nyshadham (2016) find that female garment workers in India have very high quit rates, losing almost 80 percent of the workers in their study over two years. These high rates of turnover are not consistent with formal jobs being so valuable and desired that workers never want to leave once they attain such positions.

The implicit assumption behind search and matching interventions in particular is often that search frictions make it costly and difficult for firms to find workers. Simple queries of firms often find firms saying that they find it hard to find the right workers. But one also sees firms being reluctant to raise wages or spend more money to get better matches. Groh et al. (2015) conducted a survey in Jordan where they tracked firms as they opened up job vacancies, and found that only 6 percent of the positions required more than 4 weeks to find a new employee, and most firms could, in fact, fill jobs quite quickly. Similarly, De Mel et al. (2016) find that firms in Sri Lanka say it would take seven days on average to fill positions. If it were particularly costly for firms to find and recruit workers, we might expect a range of market solutions to emerge to help them lower these costs. Indeed, there are a range of human resources consultants and executive talent firms that help firms fill skilled and unusual positions. But the lack of an existing market alternative to many of the interventions being tested may suggest that firms do not face large search costs for other entry-level positions.

What Types of Alternative Policies Show Promise?

Given the continued pressure for governments to be seen to be doing something to help people find jobs, this lack of empirical evidence for the effectiveness of many traditional programs is unlikely to be enough to cause them to be abandoned unless better alternatives can be found instead. What might these alternatives be?
One set of alternative policies is to move away from interventions on the labor supply side and focus more on policies to help firms overcome the obstacles they face in innovating, growing, and creating more jobs. Such private sector development programs also have a mixed record of success, but there are examples (e.g., McKenzie 2016 and the references therein) of programs that have generated new jobs. A related approach is to help firms overcome onerous regulations and labor laws that limit firms hiring and growing. Freeman (2010) provides a recent review of how labor market institutions and regulations, including the role of mandated benefits, minimum wages, and employment protection regulations affect employment. He notes that while the direct negative impacts on employment can be modest in many cases, in part due to incomplete enforcement, they do reduce labor mobility. In specific countries, particularly onerous regulations can have larger negative employment effects. Bertrand and Crépon (2016) find that teaching South African firms about labor laws and providing legal support to help them deal with these laws spurred new employment generation. Martin et al. (2017) show that removing regulations in India that limited the production of certain products to only small-scale firms resulted in a 6 percent increase in employment in affected districts.

On the labor supply side, the most promising interventions appear to be ones that help workers access different labor markets, as well as overcome sectoral and spatial mismatches. Sectorial mismatches arise when people are trapped in the wrong occupations as trade and technology change the demand for labor, or because of gender segregation in society. Campos et al. (2016) show that in Uganda women who cross over into male-dominated industries make three times as much as women who remain in female-dominated industries. Hendra et al. (2016) report that a demand-driven training program in the United States that aimed to train the unemployed in sectors which were in demand resulted in a 14 percent income gain after two years. However, these authors also note that these programs can be complex to run and require experienced providers.

The largest market failures in labor markets occur across space, with very different employment opportunities for the same skills depending on where individuals are located. We have seen that some of the more successful screening and matching interventions were ones that provided assistance with learning about job opportunities in a different location (Jensen 2012), or subsidizing job searches in different parts of the city (Franklin 2015; Abebe et al. 2016a). More striking evidence comes from Bryan, Chowdhury, and Mobarak (2014), who show that a small subsidy equal to the cost of a bus ticket spurred new seasonal migration in Bangladesh, increasing household consumption by 30–35 percent during the hungry season (they do not measure household income). Even larger gains can be had from facilitating international migration. Gibson and McKenzie (2014) show that sending seasonal workers to New Zealand increased per-capita incomes in Tonga and Vanuatu by more than 30 percent. Luthria and Malaulau (2013) discuss the
Concluding Lessons for Impact Evaluations

The modal study surveyed in this review is from 2016, reflecting rapid recent growth in the body of evidence around active labor market interventions in developing countries. This body of work has generated substantial new knowledge, but also suffers from several limitations that future work can attempt to learn from:

1) **Given the likely effect size of active labor market interventions, sample sizes may need to be a lot larger.** Based on the current body of research, it seems many interventions may have only a modest impact on employment, such as a 2 percentage point increase. In some cases, for example expensive training programs, such an effect is too small to be economically meaningful. But cheaper programs such as search-and-matching assistance could still deliver gains that exceed the costs with these modest impacts. Taking as an example the 13 percent employment rate in the control group of [Abel, Burger, and Piraino (2016)](https://academic.oup.com/wbro/article-abstract/32/2/127/4064175/How-Effective-Are-Active-Labor-Market-Policies-in), a study needs to have 6,424 individuals in the treatment group and 6,424 in the control group to detect a 2 percentage point employment impact with 80 percent statistical power. This is much larger than existing studies.

2) **Measuring impacts over longer-time frames.** Returns to these programs will differ substantially if they merely speed up the process of gaining employment versus having lasting impacts. Yet most studies measure impacts over at most 1–2 years, leaving them to speculate about cost-benefit on the basis of assumptions about how impacts vary over time. Tracking impacts over longer time periods is therefore needed. Studies that link participants to administrative records (such as [Attanasio, Medina, and Meghir 2017](https://academic.oup.com/wbro/article-abstract/32/2/127/4064175/How-Effective-Are-Active-Labor-Market-Policies-in)) offer one promising way to do this.

3) **Limiting attrition.** When the likely impact on employment is only 2 to 3 percentage points, and attrition rates are 10, 20, or even more than 30 percent, any treatment effects are dwarfed by attrition, and bounds that incorporate this attrition will be completely uninformative. Limiting attrition is particularly difficult given that so many ALMPs focus on youth, who tend to be more mobile and difficult to track over time. Serious investment in limiting attrition, combined with the use of administrative data is needed.

4) **Continued and improved careful measurement of costs.** I was pleasantly surprised by the number of studies that did report the costs of the intervention, although a number...
still lack this key information. More work is needed to make clear average versus marginal costs in understanding the cost structure as pilot programs expand.

5) **Pre-specifying outcomes and heterogeneity.** A number of studies fail to find a significant impact on either employment or earnings, but then emphasize impacts on a particular subgroup (such as one gender, or one skill level), or for one outcome (such as formal employment). Pre-specification of the primary outcomes and key heterogeneity of interest lessens concerns about multiple hypothesis testing.

6) **Testing placebo effects.** Several studies find impacts despite almost no direct hires through the program they study (e.g., Galasso, Ravallion, and Salvia 2004; Beam 2016; Levinsohn et al. 2014). These studies raise the possibility that simply doing *anything* to support job-seekers may encourage them to keep exerting effort and searching, so that what matters is their sense that someone wants them to succeed, not the particular policy pursued. Testing more formally this sort of placebo effect would be interesting in further work.

7) **Understanding general equilibrium better.** A key concern with many of these policies directed at particular job-seekers is that they merely change who gets the jobs that firms are advertising, without increasing the total number of jobs available. The ideal would be approaches like the Crepón et al. (2013) experiment in France, which randomized at the local labor market level. Abebe et al. (2016a) attempt this within clusters in Ethiopia. A second approach is to randomize also at the firm level, as in Groh et al. (2015) and Abebe et al. (2016b), to attempt to measure if firms increase hiring. Further methodological work to develop additional ways to examine these spillovers is needed.

### Concluding Lessons for Policy

Given the importance of jobs for poverty reduction, productivity growth, and social cohesion (World Bank 2012), it is no surprise that policymakers have actively pursued policies to try to help job-seekers find jobs. But as this review has shown, an emerging body of evidence shows these policies to generally be far less effective than policymakers, program participants, and economists typically expect. It should be noted that this is not unique to ALMPs in developing countries: in their review of largely developed country evidence, Crépon and van den Berg (2016) conclude that “the general outlook for ALMPs is rather grim”.

One reason for this lack of effectiveness is a positive one: labor markets (at least in urban areas) in developing countries actually appear to work a lot better than is sometimes thought. It is easy to imagine all types of constraints that might inhibit the functioning of labor markets, but in practice firms appear to be able to fill many vacancies quite quickly, and workers turn down many job opportunities and quit jobs frequently in pursuit of better opportunities. These facts do not suggest that
workers and firms have great difficulties meeting one another, or that job-matches are so rare and scarce that workers cling to every job opportunity they receive. This is not to say that everyone who wants a well-paying wage job in the formal sector can get one, with many developing countries having high rates of youth unemployment, especially for the skilled. However, it appears to be other constraints that limit the number of jobs created, such as high minimum wages and inflexible labor laws, or lack of access to financing and infrastructure that prevent firm growth, with the solution to these issues lying outside of active labor market policies.

Nevertheless, while this suggests less of a role for traditional active labor market policies, there still appears to be significant scope for improvements in dealing with structural and spatial mismatches in labor. As the evidence here has shown, not everything that policymakers try works, and so these new policy innovations should be piloted against competing alternatives and accompanied by rigorous impact evaluations in order to test different approaches.

Notes

David McKenzie is a Lead Economist in the Development Research Group, World Bank; Email dmckenzie@worldbank.org. I thank Asli Demirguc-Kunt for encouraging me to give a policy talk on this topic, the editor and three anonymous referees for useful comments, and the authors of the different papers summarized for helpful clarifications and comments.

1. A complementary approach is meta-analysis, with Card et al. (2015) pooling together ALMP estimates from both developed and developing countries, including both randomized and quasi-experimental evaluations.

2. Another category of ALMPs that aims to increase labor demand are public works programs. There have been fewer recent experimental evaluations of these programs, although evaluations are in progress in Côte d’Ivoire and Sierra Leone. Blattman and Ralston (2015) and World Bank (2012) survey the existing evidence.

3. An exception could be in cases where unemployment has large negative social returns, such that governments would prefer to have someone in a job that costs more to provide than the individual earns.

4. In addition to the 33 month impact reported in table 1, Alzáa et al. (2016) also report an impact on formal employment (but not earnings) at 48 months. This is smaller still, at 1.4 percent, and not statistically significant. Acevedo et al. (2017) also report 12 month impacts, which are positive and significant on employment for women, and negative and significant on employment for men.

5. Acevedo et al. (2017) find no impact for either gender at 36 months, but do find stronger impacts for women at 12 months.

6. Franklin (2015) tests whether merely surveying people about job search leads to changes in behavior, and finds it does not.
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